
 

 

 
                                                          

ST HELENS PRIMARY 
 
 

Friday 16th April 2021 

 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
It has been great to welcome back the children (and staff of course) after our Easter break. A shame 
the weather wasn’t fantastic but hopefully spring days will soon be a feature of the weeks to follow. 
 
The final week of term saw fantastic attendance levels. I think 99.3% must be a record. Hopefully this 
is a sign of things to come. 
 
The children have returned enthusiastically and have got back into the swing of things.  
We welcome Sophie to Discoverers who has settled in well and is already making some friends from 
our fantastic lower key stage two class. We have already had a few enquiries about places for 
September which is great news. It has always been my hope to reach the 100 (or preferably 105) 
pupils so hopefully by September we will be moving in the right direction. 
 
The teachers were equally enthused when they explained which activities the children had 
undertaken this week during the weekly staff meeting. Mrs Rees in particular was desperately excited 
with the children’s art work. I can confirm that the pictures of the dinosaurs hanging in the classroom 
are pretty amazing. The paintings are a direct link to their new class book, The Girl and the Dinosaur. 
I also briefly saw the same children complete a handwriting exercise. Thomas and Hannah’s table 
were particularly impressive and put me to shame. 
 
Mrs Shenton joined us again on Wednesday and Friday for PE. She was so pleased with Mr 
Donoghue’s line marking on the playground that she immediately used the grids during PE. I 
happened to see Adventurers completing a fun relay activity and was impressed with the excellent 
speed of Willow and Bella in their part of the race. 
 
Pioneers have started the topic on Egyptians and will look forward to learning about Canopic jars, 
hieroglyphics and obelisks to name a few of the terms. Jasmine was keen to share some of the 
vocabulary on the working wall. She convinced me that Egyptologists are historians who specialise in 
the Egyptian period. Jasmine and her group who work with me on a Friday, impressed with their 
writing that already has flair and promises to be excellent examples of diary writing. Thank you also to 
Hadleigh, Harry, Galt and Daisy. 
 
Discoverers have settled in well consolidating some key maths and English skills such as place value 
and paragraphing. I did notice their science topic was based in food groups which they will study in 
greater depth during the next few weeks. I’m sure ir will lead to some excellent science outcomes.. 
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The Explorers have also settled back into their environment. On Wednesday I was impressed with 
their maths work. Finnlay and Fraser were able to explain a number of activities they used to 
consolidate their understanding of numbers including adding the apples to the trees on the peg 
boards and number the numbered logs outside. 
Meanwhile I noticed other children using Numicon and working with numbers in their teens with Mrs 
Sharp. 
 
The governors have kindly agreed to add some comments to the newsletter every month or so. 
Accordingly Mr Booth has added a few comments in this week’s edition. 
 
 
Can I join with Mr Wake in welcoming everyone back to school this week.   
This has been an unprecedented year and you will have seen in the local and national media how 
disruptive it has been to children and our schools.  That said I cannot speak highly enough of the 
manner in which the school has made every attempt to engage with your children.  Within the 
guidelines provided the school has remained open and provided learning either in-person or on-
line.  We can only hope that the worst is behind us and that this term we can see the children 
enjoying the school experience and building back their confidence in learning. 
 
I have been in weekly contact with Mr Wake throughout and the governing body have continued their 
meeting timetable.  The excellent newsletter has provided us all with a snapshot of the week’s events 
and I cannot thank the staff enough for their hard work and commitment. 
 
Our parent governors - Matt Searle and Becky Lovell - have ensured we are in touch with any 
feedback from you and Becky will contribute to this newsletter every other month.   
Finally, from me, thank you for your support.  The school’s aim is to serve the children in our 
community (and beyond) and we can only do this in partnership. 
 
Gary Booth - Chair of Governors 
 
Please can I gently remind parents to monitor their children’s use of social media whilst at home. I 
have been informed of some inappropriate messaging from one or two of the girl’s in one of the 
classes. In fact there is evidence of some very poor language choices being used.  Although 
behaviour is very good at school, and I will expect very high standards, I do not have control of social 
media accounts. 
 
It looks like the weather is beginning to pick up so we should be able to look forward to a pleasant 
weekend. 
 
Mr Wake 
 
 
Explorers 
Explorers have had a great first week back after the Easter holidays and have been as busy as ever. 
We were very excited to see over the holidays Mr O’Donoghue has kindly fitted Perspex to our 
outdoor writing frame and picnic table to enable more outdoor writing opportunities for the children. 
The children were really keen to use the new chalk pens on the writing frame and we have seen lots 
of lovely writing emerging from this. Another idea for the writing frame Lottie had was to use it as a TV 
screen. Together we drew a TV outline and each child took turns acting out different TV shows of 
their choice. Lottie wanted to be Boris Johnson so she wrote BBC news on the Perspex and then 



 

 

went the other side of it and acted out a news announcement, telling us we are allowed to go into 
parks now but we still have to wear masks. We also saw a tale of Scooby Doo from Finn, 
Thunderbirds from Frazer and Spider-Man from Ria. It was great fun to watch and the children really 
enjoyed discussing their ideas and writing the tiles of each programme. 
The salt dough bakery items have now been carefully painted and are fully functional props for the 
bakery role play. We also used these items in Maths, the children each priced the baked items and 
then discussed how many pennies they would need for each. They also worked out how much they 
would need if they bought more than one item, we saw some great addition work. The number this 
week we have focused on is 16 and the children had great fun trying to find as many 16’s hidden 
outside and to explore different ways of making 16. 
Another game Explorers enjoyed was the parachute dice game where they had to throw the dice up 
into the air with the parachute and read the number it landed on which they are becoming really fast 
at. 
The class have also planted potatoes this week with Mrs Sharp and we have been keeping a careful 
eye (and watering can) on the seeds we planted before half term. Fingers crossed we see some 
beautiful flowers emerging this summer.                   
 
Adventurers 
It has been a great first week back at school following the Easter break. We are pleased to welcome 
back Miss Broadsmith, our student teacher, who will be working in Adventurers Class this summer 
term. The children have been very happy to see each other again and start our new dinosaur topic. 
On Monday we enjoyed a morning of papier-mâché, it was very sticky and messy but the children 
enjoyed themselves! We are making papier-mâché dinosaurs and will continue to work on this project 
next week.  
The children have also worked on colour blending to paint some beautiful sunset dinosaur pictures.  
In Maths the children have worked through various strategies to solve subtraction questions. Year 1 
have used concrete items (bead strings and counters), arrays and laminated number lines to bounce 
back on. Year 2 have used arrays (tens and units), laminated number lines, they have drawn their 
own number lines and the expanded column subtraction.  
In English we have started our new text “The Girl and the Dinosaur.” The children have made their 
own dream wishes, used alliteration to make dinosaur names and created their own magical 
dinosaur. All the children amazed me with their alliteration. Clara wrote “This is Terry the Triceratops 
who lives on the tippy top of the tower!” and Akay wrote “This is Bobby the Brachiosaurus and he 
lives in the bendy branches.”  
In RE the children have started to think about how belonging is an important part of life. All the 
children could name groups they have joined which gives them a sense of belonging such as football 
clubs, Rainbows, Beavers and swimming club. They also spoke how about family, friendships, 
religion and school life can give a sense of belonging. 
In addition to these lessons the children have had phonics, mental maths sessions, PSHE, ICT, 
science, reading, handwriting and lots of playtimes together. All the children have worked very hard 
and deserve a relaxing weekend!  
 



 

 

 

 
 
Discoverers 
This week in the Discoverers Class we have come back to school with oodles of energy and 
enthusiasm. We have begun reading our new class book ‘The Boy at the back of the Class’ by Onjali 
Q Rauf and the children have loved it. It is a challenging book, but I know that the Discoverers class 
are up for this. We have been writing descriptions of friends commenting on their appearance using 
expanded noun phrases and detailing how they act as good friends. Here are a  
few examples taken from the children’s exercise books. 
He has a kind gaze, with shiny, light blue eyes with a  
tinge of green and grey like a jungle on a cloudy day. 
He has blue, glistening eyes, with a tiny touch of emerald  
green when the sun is shining on them. 
Unexpectedly she has a slightly piggy nose, but 
somehow  
still elegant and perfectly prim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In Maths this week we have revisited Place value to check our fluency and  
understanding of number : revising rounding up and down in particular. Also 
this week maths related,  “Batman” has made his return and you may in the 
coming weeks see your children bringing home certificates  proving they have 
used their times table knowledge to beat a superhero!!  All this is done to 
encourage your children to learn and retain knowledge of their times tables. 

 

 



 

 

  
In History we are beginning our  
Tudor topic and  
finding out this week about how the family of Tudors  
began ; additionally we are all contributing to the  
sewing of  Tudor roses on the pennant we are  
creating for an English Heritage project at Carisbrooke  
Castle. Healthy eating and understanding the need for all  
living things to have  
nutrition is our  science topic. 
We have welcomed the return of Miss Gorman  
(student teacher)  this week ( all the children cheered  
loudly) and she began the RE topic Sacred Places   
with the class  on Tuesday and we were all impressed  
with the wide understanding the children had of what is  
sacred and their own “sacred”, special places where they  
can find peace and reflection. 
 
Thank you for all your continued support and if you have any concerns about your child or any aspect 
of our week at school please contact me on sarah.maloney@sthelenspri.iow.sch.uk. 
 
Pioneers 
We have had a very productive week in Maths! The children have been rounding numbers and 
learning about short and long division. I was so impressed on Tuesday when many of the children 
were able to use their reasoning skills to find the lowest and highest possible numbers that could be 
rounded up and down to large numbers. They were all about to solve problems using short division by 
the end of the week and some of the children were even able to fraction their remainders in long 
division! 
 
In English, we have started to prepare for our independent write next week - contrasting diaries. The 
children watched a really funny film about Ancient Egypt and wrote some sentences about it, using: 
possessive apostrophes, relative pronouns, relative clauses and expanded noun phrases to make 
them more interesting to the reader.  
 
In History, Geography and Art, we have started learning about our Summer Topic - Ancient Egypt! 
The children really enjoyed their Art lesson, where they had to draw a pyramid from every angle. For 
History and Geography, the children researched, on laptops, different vocabulary associated with 
Ancient Egypt (pyramid, pharaoh, mummy, Anubis ...) This helped them to develop a basic 
understanding of Ancient Egypt, which will support them during the rest of the term. 
 
In R.E. We have started learning about rituals in the Islamic Religion. The children were able to 
identify the differences between a routine and a ritual. In PSHE, the children have started learning 
about the importance of healthy sleep habits. This coincides with our 'Keeping Safe' theme.  
 
Science was especially interesting this week, as we did our first puberty lesson! The children found 
this hilarious. They were able to make some good progress and now have an understanding of how 
the body changes during puberty and the different things that boys and girls go through.  
 
I was very impressed with how hard all of the children worked this week and I am so happy and 
excited that we are all back in school for the Summer Term.  
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Well done Jack for being able to solve complicated division problems in Maths. 
 
Well done Georgia-Rose for designing some excellent pyramids and for helping Miss Ryan to make a 
copy of Tutankhamun for our classroom. 
 
Well done George for always doing his best and for pushing himself to do better. 
 
Well done Sam for being able to find the lowest and highest possible numbers when rounding to the 
nearest Hth. 
 

 
 

Attendance week from: 22/03/2021 to 26/03/2021 
 

Class Attendance Late Arrivals Minutes Lost Through 
Lateness 

Unauthorised 
Absences 

Authorised 
Absences 

Explorers 100% 0 0 0 0 

Adventurers 99.2% 0 0 0 2 

Discoverers 100% 0 0 0 0 

Pioneers 98.1% 0 0 2 2 

Although we strive for 100%, our whole school attendance for this week was 99.3%, which is above 
the national expectation of 96% 

 
If your child is too unwell to attend school please contact us to let us know. You can phone on 
872442 or email us on admin@sthelenspri.iow.sch.uk If you let us know by phone please can 
you put the reason for your child’s absence in writing when they return to school otherwise 
the absence will be marked as unauthorised. We are required to ask you for this in order to 
follow the Local Authority attendance procedures, and if we don’t receive a letter or email we 
have to follow it up. 

 
 

 THIS WEEKS AWARDS   
 

Class Worker of  
the Week 

Star of  
The Week 

 

Explorers Frazer Ria 

Adventurers Clara Micah F 

Adventurers Alexis Thomas G 

Discoverers Theo Sophie E 

Discoverers Max Wesley 

Pioneers Georgia-Rose Jack 

Pioneers Sam George 

 



 

 

‘Flower Power’ Mufti Day 
 

On Friday 23rd April we will be holding a ‘Flower Power’ mufti day. In return for donations of flowering 
bulbs and boxes/packets of wild flower seed mix (see photo - available from Poundland and other 
similar stores!), children may come to school in non-uniform. They are welcome to dress with a ‘floral’ 

or ‘spring’ theme if they wish or just bright colours. If you are not able to 
donate seeds or bulbs then £1 donation will suffice and we can buy them 
ourselves.  
Mrs Allman is leading a project to reclaim the overgrown area at the top of 
the school playing field and to create a wild flower meadow to attract 
butterflies, bees and other wildlife. We would also like to plant clumps of 
flowering bulbs along the eastern edge of the field to have colour all year 
round if possible  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

We would like to wish a very ‘Happy Birthday’ to the following children and staff 

who celebrated their special day this week:  
 

Daisy age 11 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

School Dinner Menu (£2.15 per day or free to Reception, Year 1 & 2 pupils) 

 
 

 
 

If your child would like the vegetarian option on a particular day, please can they let their 
teacher know so we can order enough portions from Bembridge kitchen. 

 
 

Dates for Your Diary 
 
Friday 23rd April – ‘Flower Power’ Mufti Day 
Monday 3rd May – School Closed Bank Holiday Monday 
Wednesday 12th May – last day for Sports for Champions sponsor money to be in 
Monday 17th May – Sports for Champions athlete visit 
Friday 28th May - School closes for half term 
Monday 7th June - School reopens at 8.45am 
Monday 28th June – Staff Development Day – school closed to children 
Friday 23rd July - School closes for the Summer Break  



 

 

Textile Bank 
 

Don’t forget that we have a textile bank where you can donate unwanted clothes, belts, paired shoes, 
bags, hats, bedding and towels (in a tied bag).The donated items will be collected and weighed 
fortnightly and the school will receive 20p per kilo towards our funds. Donated items (bagged please) 
should be left near to the front entrance of the school. Please let the office know you have left items! 
Please do not donate duvets, pillows, cushions, household textiles, soiled rags as the 
recycling company will deduct the cost of disposing of these items from our overall total 
raised.  
 

 

 
Remember to look at the school website for the latest school updates and 

information at www.sthelenspri.iow.sch.uk 
 
 
 
 
 

Friends of St Helens Primary (FOSH) 
 
FOSH Wish List 
 
We would like to thank everyone who has bought a lovely gift for our school from the FOSH Amazon 
wish list, your gift is hugely appreciated by all the staff and pupils. Unfortunately Amazon is not able 

to tell us who our kind donors are so we are unable to thank you personally, but rest assured, we are 
very grateful! 
If you would like to buy a gift for the school, please follow the link for access to our amazon wish list 
and select the FOSH address (which is schools) when you check out.   
https://www.amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls/1NM3IHB3UQ7V0?ref_=wl_share  
 
FOSH Uniform Sale 
 
Friends of St Helens now have an online store where you can purchase pre-loved uniform items. All 
items have been checked and laundered and orders will be sent home via your children. 
 
You can find the shop on FOSH's website: 
www.friendsofsthelens.org/shop 
 

All profits go to help FOSH in their efforts to provide support, events and supplies for the children. 
 

http://www.sthelenspri.iow.sch.uk/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls/1NM3IHB3UQ7V0?ref_=wl_share
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